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This is a watchtower that belongs 
to the municipality of Fornalutx and 
receives the name of the mountain 
on which it is located, the ‘Puig de 
na Seca’. It is situated 514 m above 
sea level and was built between 
1582 and 1584. From this spot you 
have amazing views of ‘Sa Costera’.

TORRE DE NA SECA
Tower of 'Na Seca'

FAR DE SA MOLA
The lighthouse of 'Sa Mola'

SA TORRE PICADA The ‘chopped’ tower

FAR DE SA CREU 
The lighthouse of 'Sa Creu'
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PENYAL BERNAT 
Cliff 'Bernat'
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The Lighthouse of ‘Sa Mola’, 
also known as  the lighthouse of 
‘Cap Gros’ or the lighthouse of 
‘Muleta’ is 120 m above the sea 
level. It’s been working since 
1859.

SES PUNTES 
'The tips'
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SES CAMBRES 
'The rooms'
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The story goes that the pirates 
who tried to loot Sóller in May 
1561 landed in ‘Ses Puntes’. 
These are pointed shaped rocks 
that jut out into the sea and can 
only be accessed on foot or by 
boat.
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This is a 580 m high moun-
tain from which there is a 
spectacular panoramic view 
of the Port of Sóller and the 
’Puig Major’.

The island's coastline has numerous 
watchtowers that were used in the past 
to spot enemy ships approaching from 
the sea. On May 11, 1561, Sóller suffe-
red an attack by pirates who tried to 
loot the town. Thanks to the bravery of 
the Sollerics, the invaders failed to con-
quer the village. Every second Monday 
of May, Firó is celebrated, a popular 
festival in which this victory is comme-
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The first lighthouse, the old buil-
ding that you can see, was inau-
gurated in 1864, but due to the 
topographic conditions and the 
strong winds, they finally projec-
ted a new lighthouse which ente-
red service in 1944, together with 
a house for the lighthouse keeper 
and his family.

Commonly, all rock formations 
with a phallic appearance are 
known by this name, but they 
can also receive the name of 
‘Cavall (horse) Bernat’ or 
‘Frare’ (friar). In Mallorca se-
veral of them are scattered 
around the island. 

’Ses Cambres’ is a small cove with pe-
bbles that belongs to the municipality 
of Sóller. It is sheltered by ‘Ses 
Puntes’ and has magnificent views of 
’S’Illeta’. Access by land is diffiicult 
since there is no established path. 
Therefore, you preferably get there by 
boat.

S'ILLETA
The islet
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Its name refers to a small island or 
what is known as an islet. ‘S’Illeta’ 
also gives its name to the lands that 
surround it, where you can see the 
typical cultivated terraces with olive 
trees of the Serra de Tramuntana. If 
you pay attention, sometimes you can 
see goats walking around on this islet. 

TORRENT DE NA MORA
Creek of 'Na Mora'

The ‘Torrente de Na Mora’ is loca-
ted in the municipality of Fornalu-
tx, between the mountains of 
Bálitx and Moncaire. It is 1500 m 
long and has a drop of 150 m. Its 
river mouth leading into the sea is 
quite impressive because this pas-
sage narrows continuously the 
further you penetrate it.

LIGHTHOUSE

LIGTHOUSE KEEPER'S

HOUSE
OLD LIGHTHOUSE

FAR DE SA MOLA

TORRE PICADA

SES PUNTES

SES CAMBRES

PENYAL BERNAT

PUIG DE BALITX 
Mountain 'Balitx'
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As if it were a pirate movie, 
‘Sa Calavera’ is a large rock 
shaped like a skull.

SA CALAVERA 
'The Skull'
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The ’Cap de Cavall’ is a rock that 
rises from the cliff and resembles 
the silhouette of a horse’s head. 
This formation is the result of 
thousands of years of erosion from 
the wind and the sea. 

CAP DE CAVALL 
Horse head
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On this route, we can find 
many rock formations with 
special shapes. In this case, it 
is a mushroom-shaped rock, 
the result of the erosion of 
thousands of years.
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This is a defense tower that was 
built to protect the neighbors and 
the lands of ’Tuent’ from the loo-
ting of the pirates. It was built in 
1611 and nowadays is in ruins. 

TORRE DES MORRO DES 

FORAT 
Tower of 'The perforated Ledge'

PUIG DE BALITX

SES PUNTES

S'ILLETA

S'ILLETA

SA CALAVERA
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COVA DE SES TRES MARIES
Cave of 'The Three Maries'

The North Coast of Mallorca is full 
of caves, some of them very large. 
In the past, many of them were 
used by the island’s smugglers as 
hiding places to store alcohol, to-
bacco or coffee.
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NIU DE S'AGUILA 
The Eagle's Nest

The North coast of Mallorca is 
very rich in all kinds of birds of 
prey such as vultures or eagles of 
different types. On this cliff we 
can see two eagle’s nests hidden 
between the holes. Are you able 
to locate them?
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TORRENT DE

NA MORA

CAP DE CAVALL

FONT DE SA COSTERA
Source of 'Sa Costera'

In the past, an electricity generation 
plant used the movement of the fa-
lling water from sa ‘Font des Verger’ 
to generate electricity. Sóller was 
one of the first villages in Mallorca 
able to produce its own electricity 
until the sixties of last century, when 
the plant was closed. In 2008, this 
water was channeled by means of a 
submarine pipeline and conducted to 
Palma for human consumption.
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CALA TUENT
Bay of 'Cala Tuent'

This is one of the most peculiar 
and different coves in Mallorca, 
an area in which the olive trees 
planted right on the beach stand 
out. From here you can see the 
Puig Major, thus creating a beau-
tiful image that includes both the 
highest point of the island Mallor-
ca as well as the lowest, the sea. 
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PUIG MAJOR

The ‘Puig Major’ is the highest 
mountain in Mallorca. A its top you 
can currently find a military base 
with a radar cupula. This is due to 
an agreement signed in 1954 be-
tween Spain and the United States 
as a result of the Cold War. It stands 
at a height of 1436 m since, for the 
military installation, the mountain 
had to be lowered 9 m. This is in 
spite of the fact that nowadays ever-
yone still says that the ’offiicial’ 
height of the ‘Puig Major’ is 1445 m.
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TORRE DE SA CALOBRA 
The tower of 'La Calobra'

This tower was built in 1605 and 
was used as a defense tower due to 
its strategic location. It belongs to 
the municipality of Escorca and 
nowadays is in ruins. 
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This is a watchtower build in 1596, 
462 meters above sea level. It be-
longs to the municipality of Escorca 
and is in a very good state of conser-
vation.

TORRE DE SA MOLA DE 

TUENT 
Tower of 'The ledge of Cala Tuent'
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‘Sa Calobra’ is a cove in the mu-
nicipality of Escorca, located in 
the center of the Serra de Tra-
muntana, part of the UNESCO 
World Heritage since 2011. It is 
a small settlement with a pebble 
beach, the pier where boats di-
sembark and a few restaurants. 

SA CALOBRA
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A few minutes on foot from ’La Ca-
lobra’, and after passing a couple 
of tunnels dug into the rock, we 
find the ‘Torrent de Pareis’. This is 
a spectacular canyon through 
which, for thousands of years, the 
water has been finding its way to 
the sea. The torrent begins at ‘En-
treforc’, where the ‘Gorg Blau’ or 
‘Sa Fosca’ torrent and the ‘Lluc’ 
Torrent converge and flows into 
the Mediterranean Sea. The cliffs 
that surround it are over 200 m 

TORRENT DE PAREIS

COVA DE SES

TRES MARIES

NIU DE

S'AGUILA

ES XAMPINYO
The mushroom

MORRO DE SA VACA
The 'Ledge of the Cow's Snout'

ABOUT US

The ‘Morro de sa Vaca’ is a cliff almost 
300 m high with a very vertical drop 
towards the sea. Its name comes from 
the similarity to a cow’s snout.
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Depending on the season we drive 
daily to La Calobra, Torrent de Pareis 
and also to Cala Tuent.

In addition to the daily scheduled ex-
cursions, we also have an individual 
nautical charter service, with which 
you can enjoy total freedom of move-
ment, as you are the customer who de-
cides for you.

This service adapts to groups of any 
number (up to a maximum of 400 
people in a single boat) with the possi-
bility of chartering several boats.

The service includes professional ski-
ppering and the possibility of ordering 
services on board such as waiters, en-
tertainers or similar.

It was the 10th of June 1966 when 
Joan Mayol “Capapuig” was the pio-
neer of maritime excursions on the 
north coast and, with an advanced 
vision for his time, began his route of 
maritime excursions from the port of 
Soller to Sa Calobra and Torrent de 
Pareis with a boat for 90 people.

www.barcoscalobra.com

971 63 01 70

reservas@barcosazules.com

TORRE DE 

NA SECA

ES XAMPINYO

FONT DE

SA COSTERA

CALA TUENT

PUIG MAJOR

TORRE DES MORRO

DES FORAT

TORRE DE 

SA MOLA DE TUENT

PUIG MAJOR

SA CALOBRA

TORRENT DE PAREIS

TORRE DE

SA CALOBRA

TORRENT DE PAREIS

MORRO DE

SA VACA

THANK YOU AND SEE YOU SOON!

www.barcoscalobra.com

971 63 01 70

reservas@barcosazules.com

morated by the people of the valley. It 
is the most well-known and beloved 
celebration in Sóller. The Torre 
Picada is a watchtower dating from 
1614, from which there is a spectacu-
lar panoramic view of the entire Port 
of Sóller. This network of watch-
towers was devised by Joan Binime-
lis, mathematician and historian.

The easiest way to get there is by 
boat, but it is also possible to get 
there by car along a winding road 
with lots of turns that offers spec-
tacular views of the entire Serra 
de Tramuntana. Many people 
choose to ride there on bicycle.

high, turning this place into an 
open-air auditorium where the 
Concert of Sa Calobra is held 
every summer. It can also be rea-
ched by walking a route of about 
3,3 km with a vertical drop of 180 
m. This is a diffiicult excursion 
that should always be made ac-
companied by people who know 
the area well, with appropriate 
equipment and preferably in 
summer, when the torrent does 
not carry water.

Three generations later, the heirs of 
Joan Mayol’s entrepreneurial spirit 
continue to cruise.

Their small family business has been 
transporting dreams for more than 50 
years, specialising in the organisation 
of sea voyages and individual nautical 
charters.

Our boats can also be hired for special 
occasions such as incentive excur-
sions, private parties, bachelor parties 
with catering on board…. Do not hesi-
tate to ask for an offer!

We invite you to get to know our 
routes.* We have planned everything 
so that you only have to worry about 
enjoying yourself!

*Some of these routes are offered as 
private charter.

ENGLISH


